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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks and Internet of Things 
are rapidly gaining momentum and ground in measurement and 
control applications. Typically these systems contain simple 
sensor elements networked together. However, the possibilities 
and applications of small and independent sensor and/or actuator 
devices are not yet fully explored and some research should be 
targeted towards more traditional systems. 

In this paper a novel platform for actuator and sensor 

applications is presented. The key features of the platform are 

wireless very short range communications, wirelessly charging 

using inductive coupling, in-application- and self-programming, 

re-configurable hardware and extremely simple electronic 

circuitry. The system is designed to be hermitically sealed. 

With in-application programming and with re-configurable 

hardware the software and hardware configuration of the device 

can be altered even while the system is operating. This includes 

for example the analog signal pathway consisting of amplifiers, 

filters and AD converters. In fact, the system is designed to be 

installed before the actual operational parameters or the details 

of the target environment are even known. 

Applications for presented platform range from industrial 

measurements to electronic fishing gear. The platform could be 

used e.g. in humidity, moisture, temperature and vibration 

measurement in applications where the measurement device 

needs to be implanted in the target - for example cast in cement. 

As a fishing lure the system could automatically detect the depth 

and change the parameters how it is attracting fish with blinking 

lights and vibrations. 

Keywords—PSoC; reconfigurable hardware; sensor; 
actuator; inductive power transfer 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks have now been under research for 
more than a decade. Internet of Things (IoT) is projected to 
have 26 billion devices by 2020 [1]. Both of these emerging 
technologies are gaining momentum in different applications. 
In today’s world it is easy to forget traditional non-networked 
systems even if networked sensor and actuator devices have 
their own limitations and challenges especially in security and 
privacy [2]. Non-networked systems can be physically smaller, 

cheaper to manufacture and simpler to design and implement 
than e.g. IoT compatible devices.  

Inductive power transfer (IPT) [2] provides a method to 
power remote devices. The limitations of this technology are 
low distance and low efficiency. However, IPT does provide a 
completely wireless solution which can be necessity for certain 
applications. For the past years this has been used mostly in 
consumer electronics. Wirelessly charging tables, PDAs and 
smart phones has been found very convenient. Other IPT 
applications include medical devices and biomedical implants, 
instrumentation systems and electric cars and trains. 

 

II. PLATFORM CONCEPT 

The underlying idea was to develop a wireless platform that 
can act as a sensor, actuator or as both with a possibility to alter 
the hardware configuration without having a physical access to 
the device. Design goals also included a short-range wireless 
data communication, simple electronic circuitry and versatility. 
When long operational life is required together with limited 
battery size, the platform needs to be wirelessly chargeable. 

This kind of measurement and/or actuator platform can be 
used in a variety of applications. Some of the application areas 
that were considered and identified during the design process 
are: 

 Implantable medical measurement. For example 
performance of artificial joints could be analyzed with 
system similar to the developed platform.  

 Structural parameter measurement. Implanting a sensor 
e.g. in concrete would allow measurement of 
temperature, moisture, physical movement and stress 
wirelessly.  

 Sports equipment measurement. Wireless sensor could 
be integrated into sports equipment such as bats, clubs, 
rackets and ski poles. This would allow wireless data 
reception from e.g. acceleration sensors. The data 
could be used to analyze the performance and 
movement. 



 Electronic fishing lures. Programmed sensor and 
actuator, that can be wirelessly charged, could be used 
in creation of intelligent fishing lures that could for 
example attract fish with different acoustic or visual 
signals. 

Common factor on all of the precious concepts is that the 
hardware configuration of the system may have to be changed 
after the device is placed as the operational parameters and 
requirements may not be fully known in advance. Also systems 
operating for extended periods of time may face changing 
operational requirements. For example amplifiers and filters on 
analog signal pathway may need to be altered after the device 
is placed to the target environment. 

In order to implement previously described system the core 
of the platform was chosen to be a PSoC microcontroller from 
Cypress Semiconductor based on its unique feature for 
hardware reconfiguration. Conceptual block diagram of the 
whole system is shown in Figure 1. The base station consists of 
a microcontroller controlled wireless power transmitter and 
wireless data transceiver. The platform contains units for power 
reception, data reception and transmission, power management 
and sensor interfacing. The key in the design is the hardware 
simplicity that allows miniaturization of the platform to suit 
different needs and applications. 
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        Figure 1 – Block diagram of the system 

III. PSOC MICROCONTROLLER 

PSoC (Programmable System on Chip) [3][4][5] is a family 
of microcontrollers (µC) by Cypress Semiconductor. In 
addition to having a typical microcontroller core, these devices 
contain an array of freely configurable analog and digital 
blocks. These blocks can be configured to perform a variety of 
analog and digital tasks. There are multiple different PSoC 
microcontroller families, but the most significant difference 
between these is type and architecture of the CPU core and 
physical size of the chip. In this paper PSoC 1 family µCs are 
used. The computational performance of a PSoC 1 family µCs 
is quite limited (< 3 MIPS), but for battery powered systems 
requiring long operational life the devices is suitable due to 
very powerful sleep modes and low sleep currents that are in 
the range of microamperes [6].  

The configurable blocks in a PSoC can be configured quite 
freely with some limitations. The selection of block functions 
includes AD and DA converters, analog amplifiers, counters, 
timers and PWM modulators. Blocks can also perform 
communication tasks using serial interface such as I2C, SPI, 1-
Wire or UART. Different kinds of analog filters, hardware-
based pseudo random number generators and stochastic signal 
density modulator are examples of other functions. Signal 
routing between the blocks and physical pins of the chip has 
also a lot of freedom. The most interesting fact is that the 
blocks are totally independent from each other and from the 
CPU core. For example, the system can leave only a counter 
running, turn everything else off including the CPU core, and 
wake up after specified amount of input pulses have been 
counted. The hardware configuration can also be altered while 
the system is running. The internal configuration is designed 
using software called PSoC Designer. Figure 2 illustrates the 
PSoC Designer when designing the chip level – the 
configuration and connection of the modules – of a PSoC 
project. 

 

 

Figure 2 – Chip level design in PSoC Designer 



For normal operation the PSoC does not require any 
external components, apart from the bypass capacitor on the 
positive voltage supply. The microcontroller contains two 
internal RC oscillators. With the built-in clock generation 
circuitry a variety of frequencies can be created for different 
blocks or for the CPU core. It should be noted that the accuracy 
of these clocks is ± 2.5 %. This also limits the accuracy for all 
timing and frequency measurements. For higher accuracy all 
internally created frequencies can be locked with a built in PLL 
to an external crystal oscillator. This however increases the 
physical size of the system and component count. [3] 

With PSoC different systems can be implemented without 
using external active components by using the configurable 
blocks. Examples range from heart rate measurements [7] to 
555 timer IC replacements [8]. PSoCs have also been used in 
wireless sensor networks [9][10][11] and in a other sensing 
applications [12]. However, the most typical application for a 
PSoC is sensor interfacing. There are multiple examples 
[11][13][14][15] on how the actual measurement system is 
using another microcontroller, but the signal conditioning 
and/or sampling is implemented with a PSoC. This includes 
also several medical systems. 

The internal configuration of the PSoC can also be 
changed while the system is running. Dynamic reconfiguration 
[16] is a process where the PSoC can change the configuration 
of the blocks within milliseconds. This allows design and 
implementation of multiple different hardware configurations 
and rapid switching between these. The configurations are 
stored in the actual program as all hardware configurations 
changes are in fact made by altering contents of special 
configuration registers in the RAM memory. 

PSoCs can be programmed using multiple different 
methods. The most common method is to use In System Serial 
Programming where the PSoC is programmed using MiniProg 
hardware adapter [17]. PSoC can also be programmed using 
another microcontroller [18] or using a simple bootloader [19].  

The PSoC chip used in the developed platform is 
CY8C29466. This contains total of 32 KB of flash memory for 
the main program and data. The actual memory map is shown 
in Figure 3. During normal operation the program in the PSoC 
is stored between memory address 0x0000 and 0x37FF 
limiting the actual program size to 14 KB. Rest of the memory 
is reserved for programming the PSoC without using any 
programming adaptors. This uses the PSoC functions that 
allows both reading and writing of the flash memory by the 
software currently running in the PSoC [20]. 

In order to transfer a new program to the PSoC the 
following method is used. First a PC transfers using a serial 
data link the new program to the PSoC that stores the data to 
the flash memory starting at memory address 0x3800. After 
the new program is received and verified, the PSoC will jump 
to address 0x7000. This memory location contains routines 
that will copy the flash memory contents from 0x3700 to 
0x0000 overwriting the previously used program. After the 
copying is complete, the chip is reset. This method allows 
changing the software, all operational parameters, hardware 
settings and configuration of the blocks while the system is 
running even if normal programming adapters cannot be used. 
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Figure 3 – Memory map of the PSoC in the developed platform 

 

 

 

IV. INDUCTIVE POWER TRANSFER 

Inductive power transfer (IPT) sends energy from the 
transmitter to the receiver through inductive coupling. Change 
in the current flow of the transmitting coil creates a changing 
magnetic field which induces a voltage on the receiving coil. 
Efficiency of this type of power transfer depends on multiple 
factors including the relative size of the coils, coil distance and 
coil displacement. [21][22] 

Simplified schematic of IPT using parallel resonance on 
transmitting and receiving sides is shown in Figure 4. High 
frequency AC is fed to the transmitter coil L1. Having 
capacitor C1 parallel to L1 creates a resonant LC, or a tank 
circuit. When this LC circuit is fed with AC having the same 
frequency as the LC circuit resonant frequency this increases 
the transmitter efficiency significantly. The high frequency 
AC on the transmitting coil L1 creates an alternating magnetic 
field which induces a voltage on the receiving coil L2. 
Capacitor C2 in parallel to coil L2 will bring the receiving 
circuit into resonance increasing the receiver efficiency. It 
should be noted that there are multiple other configurations to 
achieve inductive power transfer. [23] 
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Figure 4 – Simplified schematic of inductive power transfer 
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Figure 5 – Simplified schematic of inductive power transmitter 
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Figure 6 – Simplified schematic of the power subsystem of developed 
platform 

 

The developed power transmitter is built around a push-
pull inverter network. Simplified schematic is shown in Figure 
5. Essentially the configuration of the network is two parallel 
boost converters operating with 180° phase difference. The 
transmitter coil L and capacitor C form a parallel LC circuit. 
This is fed with AC having the frequency set as the resonant 
frequency of the LC circuit. As a result large currents 
circulating in the LC circuit induce an alternating magnetic 
field. This kind of an approach has been used on multiple 
different inductive power transmitters. [24][25] 

Operation at the exact resonant frequency of the LC circuit 
can be achieved by using for example a Royer oscillator [26].  
The Royer oscillator is typically used to drive a transformer 
which has an additional feedback winding. The feedback is 
used to drive the switching transistors. The operation of the 
developed transmitter is not exactly a Royer oscillator, but has 
some similarities. The switching FETs are driven through pull-
up resistors and have a negative feedback from the LC circuit. 
This forces the oscillator to operate always on the resonant 
frequency of the LC circuit. It has been shown that this kind of 
an approach on inductive power transfer can provide high 
efficiencies (up to 30 %) for relatively long distances (20 cm) 
[27]. 

The schematic of the receiving side of the IPT is shown in 
Figure 6. Receiving coil L and capacitor C1 form a parallel 
resonant circuit that is tuned to the approximate frequency the 
transmitter greatly increasing the efficiency. D1 performs half-
wave rectifying, Zener diode D3 limits the voltage to 4.1 V 
and C2 reduces high frequency voltage ripple. Energy is 

stored directly into a Lithium Polymer cell. The PSoC 
microcontroller used has a wide operating voltage range and 
can operate directly from a single cell battery without 
additional voltage regulators. 

One challenge in the developed system is the small size of 
the receiving device. Typically mismatch in coil sizes causes 
low efficiency [22]. Parameters of the coils used in IPT are 
show on Table 1. When measuring the efficiency the receiving 
coil was placed inside the transmitting coil to simulate 
charging small measurement device. Measurements show that 
the transmitter uses 2.9 W of power while the receiver 
produces 60 mW. This gives total efficiency including all 
losses of approximately 2 %. When considering the relative 
sizes of the coils we can say that the system is nearly optimal. 

 

Table 1 – Properties of the coils used in IPT 

 TX coil RX coil 

Wire gauge 8 mm 0.2 mm 

Turns 3 50 

Diameter 9 cm 1.4 cm 

Surface area 63.6 cm² 1.5 cm² 

 

 

Early prototypes of the IPT transmitter and the developed 
platform with wireless charging are shown in Figure 7 and 
Figure 8, respectively. Note that the platform in Figure 8 has 
all passive components located underneath the PSoC 
microcontroller. The Lithium Polymer battery used has 70 
mAh of capacity. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 – An early prototype of inductive power transmitter 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 – An early prototype of the developed platform 

 



V. WIRELESS DATA TRANSFER 

Inductive power transfer allows multiple different methods 
for short-distance data transfer from the transmitter to the 
receiver. The most common methods are frequency shift 
keying (FSK) [28], amplitude shift keying (ASK) [29]. Other 
more exotic modulation methods are usually not used. 

In FSK the transmitter is changing the frequency it 
operates on. In the simplest FSK method one frequency 
corresponds to bit 1 and another frequency to bit 0. This 
modulation method has the benefit of constantly transmitting 
power to the receiving device as the transmitter operates all 
the time regardless of the symbol being sent. The challenge is 
in creating the demodulation circuit. Also, if either the 
transmitter or the receiver have an LC circuit with very high Q 
factor, which equals to low bandwidth, the power transfer 
efficiency drops significantly. In ASK the transmitter changes 
the transmitted power. The simplest form of ASK is OOK 
where the transmitter is either on or off depending on the 
symbol currently being sent. The benefit of this is the 
simplicity of the receiving circuit.  

For uplink, from the receiver to the IPT transmitter, the 
data transmission methods are slightly different. The device 
can feed through a capacitive coupling either ASK or FSK 
modulated signal to the coil used for receiving the power. The 
transmission could be picked up with the primary transmit coil 
or with an additional coil used only for data reception. The 
other option is that the device modulates the amount of power 
it is drawing from the IPT transmitter [30].  This so called load 
modulation or absorption modulation requires an accurate 
measurement of the consumed current on the IPT transmitter. 

 

 

Wireless data transfer on the developed platform 

The wireless data transfer serves two different purposes in 
the developed platform. First, in order upload new software 
and to modify the hardware configuration a reliable link to the 
platform must be provided. Second, to retrieve any sensory 
reading an uplink is required for the platform to a base station. 
The reliability of these links can be provided either by the link 
itself or by higher layer protocols. The reliability for the 
software reprogramming is achieved by verifying transmitted 
data. 

The developed platform can be equipped with two 
different data transfer systems. The primary – when hardware 
simplicity is required – is using the same inductive coupling 
that is used for the inductive power transfer. This is relatively 
low-speed channel with data rates up to 2400 bps, and 
distances up to 5 cm. The secondary data transfer system is 
based on commercially available nRF24L01+ [31] 2.4 GHz 
radio modem that provides data rates up to 2 Mbps and 
operates for relatively long distances. Distances of over 100 m 
with 250 kbps data rates have been tested. However, this adds 
more complexity to the platform and requires approximately 2 
cm² surface area. 
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Figure 9 – Simplified schematic of the power subsystem capable to 
inductive data transfer 

 

The primary data transfer system using the inductive 
coupling uses essentially on-off keying (OOK) for downlink 
and frequency-shift-keying (FSK) for uplink. Simplified 
schematic of the platform is shown in Figure 9. On data 
downlink the IPT transmitter is simply switched on or off 
depending on the symbol currently being sent. At the device it 
is relatively trivial to sense the existence of an external field. 
The PSoC used is programmed to have an envelope detector 
feeding the signal to a comparator. The uplink is implemented 
by feeding an FSK signal through capacitive coupling to the 
LC circuit. On the base station the FSK signal is received by 
an additional coil used only for data reception. The FSK 
demodulation [32] uses also PSoC. 

Using the described approach communication distances of 
up to 15 cm for download (from the IPT transmitter to the 
device) have been achieved. Reliable distance for uplink is 8 
cm. Data rates were tested and found error-free up to 10 kbps, 
but 2400 bps was selected for extra tolerance for interference. 
These results are within the original design goals. In case 
longer transmission ranges are desired, a separate 2.4 GHz 
radio module can be used as described earlier. Also, increasing 
the communication distances is possible by modifying the 
coils and changing parameters of amplifiers used by the 
receivers. 

 

 

 

VI. CASE: ELECTRONIC FISHING LURE 

Typical fishing lures are attracting fish by size, color and 
the movement of the lure in water. Some lures produce 
flashing light by mirroring sun light to different directions. In 
the market there are also electronic fishing lures that have 
been around for decades. In most cases these are simple 
devices having only a LED light or a vibration motor powered 
by a small battery. There is also more sophisticated electronic 
lures [33] that contains in addition to the LED and the 
vibration motor a microcontroller that can be programmed 
with a sequence that mimics living creatures. 

Creating a new kind of electronic fishing lure using the 
developed sensor and actuator platform could bring additional 
benefits to fishing. The platform is designed to be completely 
sealed. It can be wirelessly charged and the programming – 
including the hardware configuration – can be changed. This 
allows creating an electronic lure where all parameters can be 
tuned in real environment. 



The first generation electronic lure using the developed 
platform is encased in a fishing lure shown in Figure 10. The 
lure is originally made for fishers to paint the lure by hand to 
achieve desired look. As the lure is hollow and contains nearly 
10 cm long cavity it is perfect test bed for the developed 
platform. When the electronics is secured in the lure there is 
approximately 4 cm³ of empty space for future modifications. 

The operation of the first generation electronic lure is 
relatively simple. When the lure is placed in water it will 
automatically start to emit light and vibration to attract fish. 
The light and vibration sequences are pseudo random. When 
removed from the water the lure enters in a low-power sleep 
mode. The lure contains a 140 mAh Lithium Polymer battery 
which can power the lure for 4-5 hours. Charging the battery 
takes 10 hours from empty to full using earlier described IPT 
transmitter. 

The sensor used to detect when the lure is placed in water 
is a dielectric sensor. Schematic of this is shown in Figure 11. 
Two 2 x 60 mm copper strips are placed inside the lure. To 
detect whether the lure is under water the capacitance of the 
sensor is measured. Water having relative permittivity almost 
two orders of magnitude higher than air causes increase of 
capacitance. To minimize the complexity of the external 
measurement circuitry a very simple method is used. Digital 
output is first switched to high state. After a fixed delay the 
analog input is sampled. After the sampling is complete, the 
digital output is switched back to low state. The sampled 
voltage depends on the capacitance between the copper 
electrodes. This kind of an approach works to detect major 
changes surrounding material, but is highly inaccurate. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Fishing lure, top and side view. Scale in cm 
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Figure 11 – Schematic of the dielectric sensor 

The developed lure operates as expected. However, it 
should be noted that real life performance cannot be evaluated 
as it has not yet been tested in real fishing situations. Field 
evaluation during the fishing season of 2015 will give the final 
results whether this project should continue or not. During the 
lure implementation process the benefit of the re-
configurability became clear. Setting up the water sensor 
requires that the sensor is in fact inside the lure before it can 
be tested. Tuning the parameters and making slight alterations 
on the hardware would not have been possible without the re-
configurability of the platform. 

Future modifications include creating a hand-held terminal 
that could easily be used to change the light and vibration 
profiles using the wireless data link. This way a fisherman 
could use the most optimal settings for current conditions. 
Including an acceleration sensor could give some statistics that 
could be downloaded from the lure afterwards. The statistics 
could include for example number of throws or information on 
miniature movements caused by interested fish giving the lure 
a small nudge, but not actually biting. Also, some fishermen 
could appreciate a function where when towing the lure it 
would automatically descent to a pre-programmed depth using 
small pressure sensors and miniaturized servo motors. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

PSoC microcontrollers provide interesting possibilities for 
systems requiring hardware alterations and modifications after 
installation. This is significant for applications where the 
system is un-accessible and operational for extended periods of 
time or where the exact parameters are unknown before 
installation. The possibility of changing the hardware setup 
also speeds up the design process. With an inductive power 
transfer small systems can be easily powered and charged. 

The developed platform works as expected. The fishing 
lure acts a demonstration system showing that the PSoC is 
suitable for this kind of system, the inductive power transfer 
performs as expected and that the hardware configuration can 
be changed even after the system is sealed. If needed, the 
platform can be installed in less than 2 cm³ space. 

There are still multiple other application areas where the 
platform should be evaluated further. Some of these might also 
be commercially viable. The challenges on using the platform 
in other applications are related to the data transfer using the 
inductive power link. Miniaturized devices with very small 
coils have very limited usable communication distances. This 
area should be researched further. 
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